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Abstract
This study explores the patterns of twelve male OIF-OEF combat veterans with the Tactual Performance Test (TPT) in cases of
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and blast-related mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) or with PTSD only. 6 were dual diagnosed
with PTSD+mTBI and 6 with PTSD-o. Last deployment ranged from 10 to 3.5 years. Results suggest themes of lateralization, intertrial reversals of both regression and rebound, and discrepancies between memory and localization. Findings are discussed in relation
to both the conceptual underpinnings and application of the TPT and the functional neuroanatomy of PTSD and blast-related mTBI.
Keywords: Tactual Performance Test; Blast-related mTBI; PTSD

Introduction
The Tactual Performance Test
The Tactual Performance Test (TPT) is one of the measures comprising the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery
(HRB). While developed to uniquely assess a blend of higher cortical functions [1,2] its comparative complexity of administration
and exceptional potential to stress the patient have lent to comparatively uncommon use in clinical practice outside of strict
application within the HRB [3,4].
Utilizing a form board with “cookie-cutter” spaces and wooden blocks to fill the spaces (adult version - 10; pediatric versions - 6),
the subject is blindfolded and given no prior or subsequent view of the board. The standard procedure entails successive trials
using the dominant, non-dominant and both hands. Six measures are obtained: 1) dominant hand time; 2) non-dominant hand
time; 3) bimanual time; 4) total time; 5) number of shapes recalled, and 6) location of recalled shapes. The latter two measures are
obtained upon removing the blindfold and asking the subject to attempt duplication of block shapes and their location using paper
and pencil (this final procedure is untimed).
The TPT is a comparatively complex assessment instrument both for the above procedural demands and further its multi-modal
analysis of function. The test’s design and procedure assesses the two cerebral hemispheres for comparison and provides evidence
of the general efficiency of brain functions. The TPT is a demanding task in terms of its motor and sensory requirements [5].
The procedure incorporates motor functioning, tactile form discrimination, problem solving, spatial reasoning, and memory
skills. The mnestic factor demands both working through intermediate-term recall for tactile and spatial stimuli. Normals show
an approximate 30% improvement across the first two trials of the TPT, but with deviation of this tendency not uncommon in
older subjects [6,7]. In a classic comprehensive review, it was concluded that the TPT appears to be as valid an indicator of brain
impairment as any other single neuropsychological test, and furthermore that: 1) this is moreso for the timed scores than for
Memory or Location; 2) with Location more sensitive than Memory; 3) while indeed detecting brain damage per se, it may be most
discriminative for posterior and/or right hemisphere damage; 4) reliability of the TPT measures are adequate; 5) the emphasis on
quantitative scores need not diminish qualitative aspects [8]. Reliability co-efficients were provided in a study drawing from large
samples of normal subjects and neurologic patients. Findings were of Total Time to completion r =.866 in normals and r=.873 in
the patient group [9].
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Functional Neuroanatomy of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms are considered related to an individual’s dysregulated biological response to stress.
Research has largely focused on the hypothalamus- pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, with parallel exploration of the sympatheticadrenomedullary (SAM) system and its implications for production of epinephrine facilitating the flight or fight response [10]. In
their functional imaging meta-analysis of symptom provocation in PTSD, there were findings of significant negative co-activation
between frontal cortical versus limbic and paralimbic regions, wherein frontal cortical regions were hypoactive and limbic/
paralimbic hyperactive [11]. Affected cortical regions were medial pre-frontal (mPFC) with involved subcortical regions being the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), amygdala and insula. Compared to other anxiety syndromes, the limbic hyperactivity associated
with decreased frontal inhibition was a unique feature of PTSD. Further unique to PTSD was significant hypoactivation of the
thalamus, postulated to relate to decreased processing of sensory information.
In a comprehensive review of structural, functional, and receptor alterations associated with PTSD, Garfinkel & Liberzon (2009)
reported similar results converging on the amygdala, ACC, mPFC, insula, and additionally the hippocampus. Structurally the
predominant findings were of reduced volumes and functionally with activation patterns reflecting those found by Etkin & Wager
[11,12]. Of further note is that the neuroanatomical relationships with combat veterans are similar to those of other PTSD subgroups.

Blast-related Brain Injury
Nearly two million troops have been deployed to Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom (OIF-OEF). Traumatic brain injury
secondary to an improvised explosive device (IED) has been characterized as the “signature injury” of the war, with explosive
blasts accounting for the majority of combat casualties [13,14]. A comprehensive survey of returning veterans revealed over 80%
of cases reporting combat duty loss of consciousness were due to a blast [15]. While the incidence of blast-related brain injuries
has been estimated to be as high as over 300,000, a more recent review asserts that a reliable statistic cannot be asserted due to a
multitude of factors [16,17]. Moreover, mTBI may have been over-diagnosed by late retrospective review of returned servicemen
and women using imprecise criteria (Rosenfeld & Ford, 2010).
Understanding of how a blast affects the brain is gaining from the recent growth of studies. Blast over-pressure both intracranial
and simultaneously to air-filled organs is a very different traumatic process than acceleration-deceleration or blunt force induced
brain damage. Theoretical understandings and clinical consequences are complicated by the secondary, tertiary and quaternary
factors of: penetrating or striking debris and projectiles; the victim being forcefully propelled and making impact; and finally toxic
inhalations, burns, and impact or entrapment from adjacent collapsing structures or vehicles [18]. Cognitive assessment of blastinduced mTBI is greatly confounded by the very high rates of co-occurring posttraumatic stress disorder and that syndrome’s
functional presentation and neurobiology (Stein & McAllister, 2009) [12,19]
Sophisticated neuroimaging is allowing exquisite insight into the precise anatomy of blast mTBI Peskind et al. (2010) conducted
the first fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) study comparing blast-injured service members to
controls and found decreased cerebral metabolic rates in the cerebellum, vermis, pons and medial temporal lobes in that order
[20]. Magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been applied to the population in very recent years. Warden et al.
(2009) described a single soldier with blast-exposure post-concussion syndrome associated with isolated left cerebellar axonal
damage on DTI [21]. In a sample of 63 service members symptomatic for mTBI after blast-exposure, in order of significance
abnormalities were revealed in the cerebellar peduncles, cingulum bundles and right orbitofrontal white matter [16]. It was noted,
however, that none of the subjects had isolated primary blast injury. In a subsequent small study of 4 patients with blast-related
‘mild’ traumatic brain injury isolated from any other known insult, DTI abnormalities were consistent with cerebellar white matter
injury in 3 of the subjects. No abnormalities in other brain regions were detected. These findings added to the evidence supporting
the hypothesis that primary last exposure contributes to brain injury in the absence of head impact and that the cerebellum may
be particularly vulnerable [16]. Jorge et al. (2012) conducted DTI with 72 service members with blast-related mTBI, finding
evidence of multi-focal white matter pathology associated with severity of injury [22]. Particularly for the more severely injured
sub-group, damage was most apparent in the cerebellum, corpus callosum, and at the pontine-medullary juncture adjacent the
fourth ventricle. The study also compared a smaller group of civilians with mTBI and found them to have greater evidence of DTIdetected pathology. Finally within the scope of this limited review, Adam et al. (2013) analyzed 106 blast-injured service members
with DTI within 7 days of injury in the first use of MRI in a combat zone [16]. Findings were of significantly reduced white matter
density in mTBI patients, most prominently the right superior longitudinal fasciculus, followed by the cerebellar middle peduncle
and bilateral orbitofrontal zones. The results were viewed as reflecting the previous study (MacDonald et al. NEJM 2011) while
also offering new evidence that white matter injury can occur even in milder forms of blast-related mTBI [16]. Finally, Graner et
al. (2013) conducted a comprehensive review of imaging of blast-related mTBI and concluded that while little is known about the
precise neurobiological effects of primary blast-waves on the brain, particularly in milder cases current clinical imaging methods
cannot adequately diagnose the injury and both task-based and resting state fMRI have the potential to provide useful objective
diagnostic information associated with functional sequelae [23].
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Comparative and Neurocognitive Studies of Blast-related mTBI and PTSD in Combat Veterans
Schneiderman, Braver and Kang (2008) undertook a large survey to attempt to ascertain histories of combat theater injury
mechanisms and mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) and current prevalence of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and postconcussive symptoms [24]. The overall core finding was that the strongest factor associated with post-concussive symptoms was
PTSD. Benge et al. (2009) found PTSD shared a statistically significant amount of variance with every post-concussion symptom
across 345 veterans, and emphasized this finding being consistent with civilian data, albeit with the notion that somatic symptomsprimarily vestibular, headache and multi-sensory-might fractionate in a way that is unique to a veteran polytrauma sample [25]. To
analyze the degree of PTSD symptoms in blast v. non-blast-related mTBI, Kennedy et al. (2010) compared samples of veterans and
reported higher rates of flashbacks and nightmares in the blast injured group but without group differences either in the remaining
range of symptoms nor in the total score [26]. Examining the symptom co-occurrence spectrum in a very large combat-exposed
sample, Macera et al. (2012) compared mTBI and PTSD symptom reporting immediately and several months after deployment
[27]. Their findings were of subjects reporting either condition alone to be inclined to also report the symptom cluster of the
other condition later, and/or for those reporting either or both condition at onset to endorse worsening symptoms later. Greene
et al. (2014) applied multimodal MRI to a small sample of post-9/11 deployed veterans, 13 with PTSD and blast exposure and
7 with neither. No significant differences between groups were found in medial prefrontal or parietal gray matter volume [28].
Most recently Garber, Rusu and Zamorski (2014), analyzed results of screening with a large post-deployed Canadian sample and
concluded that mTBI had no significant association with post-concussive symptoms (PCS) relative to non-mTBI injury, but that
in contrast, mental health problems per se had a strong association with the reporting of 3 or more PCS [29]. Most recently Hayes
et al. (2015) found heterogeneous white matter abnormalities in OIF/OEF veterans with blast-related mTBI associated with loss of
consciousness (LOC) [30]. Moreover, the mTBI/LOC group showed reduced verbal memory. PTSD was not associated with white
matter abnormalities.

Neurocognitive Studies
Although to date the literature does not support blast-related brain injury as yielding a unique profile, there is controversy as to
whether neurocognitive examination can distinguish it from the factors of PTSD and associated emotional syndromes. Crowell
et al. (2002) assessed cognitive function across groups of active v [31]. inactive PTSD v. non-PTSD psychiatric v. controls. In
that groups did not differ on the neuropsychological measures and veterans with PTSD performed similarly to demographically
matched controls, the authors interpreted the results as suggesting that the cognitive difficulties previously linked to PTSD may
actually have been secondary to pre-existing individual differences or other clinical conditions coexisting with PTSD. Fear et al.
(2008) presented data from UK veterans that indicated a strong relationship between PCS (post-concussion syndrome) symptoms
and PTSD [32]. Their finding was supported by PCS symptoms being associated with factors having no basis in mTBI.
Belanger et al. (2009) compared the neuropsychological results of patients with mild or moderate/severe mTBI acquired from
non-blast trauma [18]. Overall, they found no differences as a function of mTBI etiology. Effects of injury severity were primarily
a factor of PTSD symptoms. The study determined that cognitive impairment was determined more by severity than mechanism
of injury on the verbal learning and memory measures administered. In a sample of 53 veterans with a history of mTBI with and
without co-morbid PTSD, Nelson et al. (2010) found the co-morbid group scored significantly worse on measures of processing
speed and executive functioning [33]. In a study by Brenner et al. (2010), 45 soldiers reporting blast-related mTBI were examined
[34]. The sub-group with persisting symptoms of mTBI did not distinguish on neurocognitive measures from those reporting
resolution. Moreover, test data on those reporting persistent PTSD did not differ from those without the diagnosis. Luethcke et
al. (2011) compared concussive and psychological symptoms and cognitive performance between blast versus non-blast induced
mTBI [35]. Their results suggested unconvincing distinction in concussive or psychological symptoms and neurocognitive
performance between blast and non-blast mTBI, although clinically significant impairment in cognitive reaction time for both
blast and non-blast groups was found. Cognitive impairment was related to duration of loss of consciousness rather than injury
mechanism. Belanger et al. (2011) found a blast mechanism of brain injury does not differ from a non-blast mechanism of injury
in terms of post-concussion symptom complaints in those with a reported history of mTBI [36]. Those reporting higher levels of
PTSD and longer duration since injury were both independently associated with higher levels of PCS reporting. The only symptom
that significantly varied between groups was hearing, wherein the blast-injured group reported more severe difficulty. Aupperle
and colleagues (2012) summarized investigations regarding executive function and PTSD, and identified subtle impairments in
response inhibition and attention regulation among those with PTSD [37]. Lange et al. (2012) compared blast with non-blast
mTBI in service members and found a medium effect for depression and stress greater within the blast-related group, but after
controlling for this found no differences in the neurocognitive data [38]. Nelson et al. (2012) evaluated neurocognitive outcomes
in veterans at least 1.5 years returned from deployment with blast-related mTBI, Axis I psychopathology (1/3 PTSD), co-morbid
diagnosis or combat-controls [39]. The conclusion was that remote mTBI does not contribute in isolation to cognitive impairment
but rather that when present deficits are subtle and most likely attributable to PTSD and other purely psychological syndromes.
In a large sample of 760 US Army soldiers uniquely assessed pre- and post-deployment, Vasterling et al. (2012), concluded that
mTBI has limited lasting neuropsychological consequences while PTSD and depression are associated with more enduring
cognitive compromise [40]. Shandera et al. (2013) examined cognitive performance in groups of mTBI+PTSD, PTSD-o, mTBI-o
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and Combat Controls [41]. They reported poorer performance in the mTBI+PTSD and PTSD-o groups, while mTBI-o did not
perform significantly different from the CC group on any neurocognitive tests. Most recently Bolzenius et al. (2015) describe
objective cognitive and self-reported findings in veterans with blast-related mTBI compared to civilian mTBI independent of
co-morbid PTSD symptoms [42]. Their analyses failed to reveal differences on any individual cognitive test, but with veterans
reporting more psychological and somatic complaints. Thus in the post-acute phase, subjective complaints related to blast-related
mTBI do not co-vary with objective cognitive performance and cognitive outcomes from blast-related mTBI were similar to those
of civilian forms of mTBI.
These and other studies; Karr, et al. 2014) of neuropsychological function in combat veterans-primarily of the Mideast Wars
suggest an emphasis on measures of executive function, speed of information processing, verbal fluency and to a lesser extent
visuospatial abilities [43-45]. More recently Troyanska et al. (2015) compared groups of OIF/OEF/OND veterans for the effect of
blast-related mTBI, PTSD symptoms and combat exposure on cognitive performance [46]. While a history of mTBI was associated
with greater endorsement PTSD and general combat exposure symptoms, there were no group differences in performance on
cognitive measures.
We find no studies wherein the TPT has been administered to the combat veteran population. Indeed, already bearing in mind the
aforementioned remarks contraindicating its use with civilians, it becomes quite understandable that clinical research has avoided
subjecting traumatized veterans to prolonged blindfolding during a challenging, novel task. However, the pervasive neuroanatomy
captured by the TPT’s exceptional scope of simultaneous motor-sensory and higher cortical functions may well reflect those
regions and connecting networks now shown to be vulnerable to PTSD and blast-related mTBI.

Method
Participants
Twelve male combat veterans ranging in age from 24-40 and education twelve to sixteen years were administered the TPT either
strictly as research volunteers secondary to their participation in the Combat Veterans Oral History Project (n=7), or as part of a
clinical evaluation on referral from a veteran’s organization (n=5). Inclusion criteria required a Department of Defense certified
diagnosis of PTSD and/or blast-related mTBI incurred in combat operations in Iraq or Afghanistan. All subjects were assessed
as putting forth a best effort with no distinctions between test taking conditions. Clinically tested subjects were furthermore
unremarkable on a sensory-motor measure demonstrated to illuminate symptom magnification [47]. For consistency of test
exposure, the clinical evaluation subjects were first administered the TPT. 6 subjects were dual diagnosed with PTSD+mTBI, 6
with PTSD-o (only). All diagnoses pre-dated participation. Last deployment ranged from 10 to 3.5 years.

Procedure
All subjects were examined by the senior author, a practicing board-eligible clinical neuropsychologist with thirty years experience.
Beyond the standard summary time per trial, time to placement block-by-block was recorded for all participants. Moreover, order
of placement block-by-block was recorded for nine participants (eight research one clinical). Summary scores were calculated by
the demographically-weighted manual of Heaton, Grant & Matthews (1991) [48].

Data Analysis
Diagnoses

Dominant Hand
(DH)1

Non-dominant
Hand (NDH)1

Total
Time1

Memory1

Localization1

Mean

SD

1

4

17

8

-8

-2

3.50

8.57

2

12

-5

3

-5

-8

-5

2

8

-3

1.50

7.18

-12

-7

7

-12

-6.17

7.03

4

8

-6

5

-15

-7

-4

0

-16

5

-2.17

8.59

-11

-12

-3

-2

-8.33

5.20

6

-2

-6

12

-1

-12

-10

-3.17

8.59

Both Hands (BH)1
PTSD+mTBI
2

PTSD-o+Be2
7

-7

-5

-18

-14

-10

-10

-10.67

4.72

8

-7

0

-12

-8

-1

-6

-5.67

4.50

9

-7

3

-9

-6

8

1

-1.67

6.68

10

0

-1

-5

-2

18

-3

1.17

8.42

11

4

0

-4

-1

8

24

4.00

10.13

-3

-17

-16

-13

8

-10

-8.50

9.52

12

T-Score Difference reported; T-Score Difference = Participant T-Score-50; Normal T-Score = 50
2
Be = Blast Exposure
Table 1: Tactual Performance Test Results, Means, and Standard Deviations for OIF-OEF Combat Veterans
1
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Participant data were collected as time (minutes and seconds) for the timed trials, and number of correct responses in the Memory
and Localization tasks. These data values were then converted to a T-Score using normative conversion tables, wherein T-Score
conversions are based on specific participant demographics [48]. The means and standard deviations for each participant were
calculated from the T-Scores. Participants’ diagnoses, T-Scores, means, and standard deviations can be found in Table 1. Using the
standard deviations calculated from the T-Scores, a one-tailed Comparison of Means t-Test was performed in order to assess the
variance in TPT results within this population as compared to the variance in TPT results within the normal population.

Results
Results of the Comparison of Means t-Test can be found in Table 2. Assuming the mean standard deviation of the normal population
is less than 6.37 (MSD of population=5.5 in Comparison of Means t-test) there are significant t-test results showing that on average, the
present sample is more variant in their TPT results than members of the normal population. Although MSD of population was chosen
arbitrarily, the comparison of means t-test is robust to conservative arbitrary values due to a small confidence interval: we are 95%
confident that if we took more measurements from the affected population, their means would lie between 6.37 and 8.48.
Count

12

Sample Mean

7.43

95% Confidence Interval

6.37-8.48

SD

1.87

SE

0.54

Hypothesized Population Mean

5.5

Alpha

0.05

Tails 1

1

df

11

t-statistic

3.58

p-value

0.002

t-critical

2.20

A two-tailed t-test was not considered because it is unreasonable to believe that the
variations can be both significantly high and significantly low. However, results are still
significant when conducting a two-tailed t-test, p=0.004.
Table 2: Comparison of Means t-Test using Standard Deviations within Participant T-Scores
1

Findings depicting abnormal inter-trial patterns are shown in Table 3. In the normative data across the four very similar
demographic equations represented by participants, at T score 50 the midpoint time difference between consecutive trials is:
1>2=24% and 2>3=42%. The present data yield regressions between trials in 5 of 12 participants with 3/5 of those between trials 1
and 2. 4 of the 7 remaining participants show exceptional non-regressive differences between trials wherein 3/4 are due to lack of
versus exceptional improvement and likewise 3/4 due to the differences occurring between trials 2 and 3. Overall these data reveal
that 11/12 (91.6%) of subjects had an inter-trial pattern deviating from the norm. Whether or not a subject had a Total Time score
in the average range was not a factor in the stability of the inter-trial pattern wherein 9/12 (75%) of subjects were within 1 T score
of 50, with near equal distribution greater (N=4) or less than (N=5). The findings are nearly equal between diagnostic groups but
with the PTSD-o group yielding a trend toward greater non-regressive abnormality between trials.
Subject

Regressions
Between Trials

Other Abnormal
Intertrial Data

1

3>2 by 5%

58

2

2>1 by 13%

52

3

Total Time
TScore

43

4

2>1 by 21%

50

5

38

6

3<2 by 66%

7

3>2 by 12%

49
36

8

3<2 by 4%

41

9

3<2 by 12%

44

10

49

11

2<1 by 10%

12

2>1 by 53%

53
38

Table 3: Abnormal Intertrial Patterns within Participants
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Further understandings both quantitative and qualitative are offered by content analysis of the regression trial participants as block
placement times within trials shown in Table 4. These data suggest several trends: one or two extraordinarily long block placements
within a trial most frequently account for the overall poor result versus a slow performance throughout a trial; significant slowing
in a block or across half a trial always occurred in the second half of a trial and as isolated blocks most frequently as the last block;
scores for memory and location—and to a lesser extent location-do not suggest a contributing factor in these data.
Subject 1
Trial 2 mpb1 .183 as 1-5=.16 6-10=.206 (consistent across trial)
Trial 3 mpb .193 as 1-5=.13 6-10=.273 (consistent across trial)
Subject 2
Trial 1 mpb .335 (T62) with block 9-10 44” or equivalent to .733 across a trial
Trial 2 mpb .386 with block 9-10 55”or .916 across a trial
Subject 4
Trial 1 mpb .410 with block 4-5 55” or .916 across a trial
Trial 2 mpb .516 1-5 mpb=.350 6-10 mpb=.682
Subject 7
Trial 2 mpb .426 (consistent across trial)
Trial 3 mpb .482 1-6 mpb=.311 7-10=.737
Subject 12
Trial 1 mpb .506 with block 8-9 60” or 1.0 across a trial
Trial 2 mpb .775 with block 2-3 1:22 and block 8-9 1:08 for avg. 1.25 across a trial
Mean per Block denoted as mpb
Table 4: Notable Participant Block Placement Trends for Regression Trials
1

Among the nine participants tracked for placement order of each block, there were only two instances of the first block placed
in a trial being again placed first in the subsequent trial. There was not a single instance of the last block in a trial being placed as
the first block in the subsequent trial. Overall content analysis yields no evidence of any consistency of serial block placements
between trials, and with higher overall result scorers for either total time or memory/location as random in block placement as
low overall scorers.

Discussion
This first study to our knowledge applying the Tactual Performance Test to a sample of combat traumatized young males portrays
its value in detecting related impairment in higher cortical function. A diagnosis of blast-related mTBI and PTSD versus PTSD-o
did not discriminate either quantitative or qualitative performance patterns.
Thompson et al. (1987) asserted that “truly consistent, deviant performances are quite rare in normal subjects.” The current
abnormal findings between Trials 1 and 2 reflect the earlier study (Thompson et al. 1987) in respect to much older or lesser
educated subjects [49]. The present data further portray that the inter-trial deviations from normal similarly occurred between
Trials 2 and 3.
While the present sample is overwhelmingly more variant in their TPT results than the normal population, their exceptional
fluctuations both between and within trials by no means reflects an impaired result for Total Time, Memory or Location. Only
one-quarter of the sample scored greater than one standard deviation below normal for Total Time, and in each of those cases by
a marginal degree. However, all but one of the dozen subjects yielded abnormal inter- or intra-trial findings. Thus the key finding
of this study is of a qualitative / process nature.
Thompson & Parsons (1985) urged that “the emphasis on quantitative results need not diminish the use of qualitative aspects
as well.” Indeed, the findings of this combat traumatized sample suggest a strong trend of waning and/or temporary derailing in
the test taking process [8]. Thus the pattern for the sample was to diminish rather than accelerate in the second half of a trial,
regardless of the trial. A reverse pattern is expected given that there is both lesser stimuli to cope with in the latter half of a trial
and because learning should occur over trials given that the stimuli do not vary. The factor of derailing within trials refers to one
or two blocks (again, in the latter half of a trial) consuming an inordinate amount of time within a trial.
The TPT’s founding purpose and longer-term history as a tool for discriminating lateralization of dysfunction is obviated by the
diffuse white matter and/or regionally bilateral and sub-cortical nature of impairment resulting from blast-related brain injury
and PTSD. Because only half of the subjects in the current sample had a diagnosis of blast-related mTBI while all subjects had a
diagnosis of PTSD, and, accumulating recent studies conclude that long-term cognitive deficits appear attributable to PTSD rather
than mTBI, postulating the neurosubstrates of the present sample’s impaired process on the TPT need necessarily focus on the
PTSD factor. The Etkin and Weger (2007) functional imaging meta-analyses may be particularly heuristic, and in particular its
finding that unique to PTSD was significant hypoactivation of the thalamus and resultant decrease of sensory processing [11].
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In their classic treatise, Llinas et al. (1998) provide detailed evidence for thalamocortical resonance as the substrate of consciousness
[50]. The underpinning of that assertion was their finding that the temporal interval for sensory discrimination is determined
by synchronous activity in the thalamocortical system, and furthermore that the system is viewed as encoding specific sensory
and motor activity and associative functions. They emphasize that the system functions on the basis of temporal coherence in
synchronicity with distal and proximal activity. Quite reasonably, these phenomena suggest the cognitive neurodynamics evoked
by the TPT.
Similarly worth considering is the review of Cavanna & Trimble (2006) [51]. Focusing on the function of the precuneous-the
posteromedial portion of the parietal lobe with dense thalamic connections-they illuminate its key role in a wide spectrum of highly
integrated tasks including visual-spatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval and self-processing operations, all neurocognitive
functions with a particularly strong load for executing the TPT. The authors emphasize that the precuneous, by way of subcortical
and cortical networks, is centrally involved in the specialized process of spatially guided behavior. Their discussion asserts that
the integrated elaboration of spatial relations and motor imagery, concurrent with higher-order processes of voluntary attentional
shifts and more abstract mental imagery, all emanate from the precuneous. They further elaborate that the precuneous is central
to directing attention in space during the execution of goal-directed movements and during tasks requiring spatial information
about the direction of movements in an imaginary field. This function also occurs when a visuospatial stimulus is processed
just mentally without the concurrent execution of motor activity. Because the precuneous activates at the onset of imagined
movement, it is postulated to be important to the generation of spatial information, specifically as episodic memory retrieval and
mental imagery strategies. The nature of the TPT quantitative and qualitative results with the current sample are very strongly
indicative of impairment in those two functions. An fMRI study utilizing the TPT might contribute to the confirmation of these
findings for the function of the precuneous.
While the current study provides insightful introductory understandings of the value of administering the TPT to younger
veterans diagnosed with the two most common chronically disabling brain syndromes of Middle East War combat, its limitation
is of course the small sample(s). Further studies utilizing the TPT with veterans diagnosed with either or both conditions are
needed to crystallize and possibly expand upon the current findings.
We respectfully differ with the long ago assertion of Lezak (1983) that the TPT is not worth the time and strain incurred by the
patient [4]. Moreover, it is the experienced opinion of the senior author that the test is perhaps a particularly good fit for the combat
veteran, for they are exceptionally inclined and accustomed to an arduous manual task and seem to engage the gross-motor reliant
TPT with an eagerness often not apparent in their undertaking of other tests commonly used for clinical and research purposes
with their population. Thus the clinician is encouraged not to shy from use of the TPT in assessment of the combat veteran. An
accumulation of TPT data with the combat trauma patient population will serve to enhance understandings of the value of the
instrument within the broader evaluation process. Future research with the instrument is encouraged to specifically pursue intraand inter-trial quantitative and qualitative data with both normal and patient populations.
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